Accelerate communication.
In life we are judged by how we communicate and how we deliver on our promises. The HTC Touch Pro2 delivers on the
entire spectrum of powerful communication tools to get your point across … so that you always emerge at your best.
Operating System
Processor
Memory
Display
Technology
E-mail
Size (dimensions & weight)
power
Speakerphone
Camera
Video
Connectivity
World roaming capability
In Box Content

Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.1 (Professional)
Qualcomm MSM 7601, 528 MHz
ROM: 512 MB RAM: 288 MB
3.6” WVGA 480 x 800 dots resolution, 6.5K-color TFT LCD,
Sensitive Touch Screen
1X EVDO REV A 800/1900MHz, HSPA 2100MHz, GSM/
GPRS/EDGE 850/900/1800/1900MHz
ActiveSync® with Office Outlook® Mobile, Direct Push,
and Pop 3/IMAP
114.15 mm(L)x 63 mm(W)x 13.35 mm(T),
115 g with battery pack
1,500 mAh; Talk time up to 6 hours;
Standby time up to 270 hours
Built-in dual Microphone (Echo cancellation for
conference call) Dual speakers for conference call
3.2 MP with auto focus
3GP, 3G2, MP4, AVI, Streaming video and/or audio
Bluetooth®: 2.0 with EDR , Wi-Fi®: IEEE 802.11 b/g,
HTC ExtUSB™ (11-pin mini-USB 2.0 and audio jack in one)
Stay in touch almost everywhere you travel with TELUS
International Roaming.
Device, Mini USB data cable, Travel Charger, Screen
Protector, Stylus, Wired Stereo Headset, Accessory Leaflet

Speak Out When It Matters
Sometimes your opinion needs to be read, but sometimes it demands to be heard. The Touch Pro2 is equipped with
a spacious keyboard that makes it a breeze to get your message out. But when written word is not enough, it only
takes one touch to respond to an email with the urgency of a phone call.

Conference Calls … Made Easy
Before today, the simple task of multi-party calling required the nimblest of maneuvering around your phone menus.
Now, HTC Touch Pro2 introduces a new worry-free interface that makes multi-party calling as easy as tapping on your
contacts.

Straight Talk™
Nothing ruins a conference call faster than not being able to hear what is said, or make yourself heard. The HTC Touch Pro2, featuring Straight Talk™ technology,
puts crystal-clear sound quality and voice reception at the core of its design. In fact, it is a palm-size professional conference phone with a loudspeaker and
dedicated noise-cancelling microphone that delivers superior quality conference calls.

Standout Applications
WorldCard Mobile™

JETCET Print™

Enables the device to take a picture of a business card and instantly create
a contact.

Print on the fly! JETCET Print enables Wi-Fi and Bluetooth printing directly
from the HTC Touch Pro2.

1. From the HOME screen, press soft key for “Programs”, then “All Programs”, scroll down to 		
WorldCard Mobile, select to launch the application.

1. From the HOME screen, press soft key for “Programs”, then “All Programs”, scroll down to
JETCET Print and select to begin.

2. Select the camera icon, take a picture of a business card, press “return” arrow, then select
“recognize” to see the data read into contact fields. Press “ok” and check your contact.

2. Select the printer type to add, either Network printer or Bluetooth, follow the instructions
and print directly from your device.

TIP: Go back to camera and take a picture of the person using “contacts” mode to add their
picture to the business card data in contacts! EASY!!!

3. Print hard copies from any application, including contacts, text messags, email, Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint
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